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Outstation Educational Trip to Jaisalmer- Longewala. 

OBJECTIVES 

 

The objective of the Jaisalmer study tour is to explore and learn 

about the historical, cultural, and architectural heritage of the 

city. Students will gain insights into the rich history, traditional 

art forms, and unique desert lifestyle, fostering a deeper 

understanding of the region's cultural significance and tourism 

potential. 
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OUTCOMES The outcome of the Jaisalmer study tour is enriched knowledge 

and appreciation of the city's historical and cultural heritage. 

Students develop a deeper understanding of traditional art, 

architecture, and desert lifestyle, enhancing their cultural 

awareness. The tour also promotes tourism potential, 

encouraging sustainable development and preservation of 

Jaisalmer's unique charm. 
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EVENT SUMMARY 

The Department of Political Science organized an educational trip to Jaisalmer, Rajasthan with 

Yaadgar Safar, a tour and travel agency operated by one of the alumni of Sri Venkateswara 

College. 37 interested students from the third year accompanied by 2 professors, Dr. Namita 

Pandey and Dr. Haokam Vaiphei, along with tour guide Saransh began their journey on the 

evening of 8th February 2022. The journey began with multiple games, songs, and chitter and 

chatters.  

On the 9th morning, the students arrived at Jaisalmer City, also known as the golden city due 

to the buildings and forts being uniform in the shade. Jaisalmer City is known for its culture, 

markets, living defense, puppet shows, and Gadisar Lake. After breakfast, the students visited 

the Jaisalmer Fort, with the local history guide they explored the stories, art and culture, 

politics, and critical features of the fort. The fort belongs to the Bhati clan which happens to be 

one of the still-existing Rajput clans. The sight of the city from the top of the defense was 

magical. The interaction with residents, gave students insights into cultural development, the 

vibrancy of commerce, and urban development. Later students visited a grand puppet show, 

where they were amused to see the traditional art of storytelling being preserved by the 

Rajasthanis. The stories of kings and queens still echo in small theatres like these where 

wooden dolls with colorfully dressed and threads take the center stage as lead actors. The 

musical storytelling supports the artists economically and it was one of the most memorable 

experiences of the entire trip. 

 



Also, in the evening students visited Gadisar Lake which happens to be the only source of fresh 

water for the entire city. The water was clean. Students enjoyed the boating ride as the sun was 

setting at the horizon with the reflections of stars and moon in the calm lake water. The golden 

city was astonishingly cooler in the evenings due to the lake and clean kept waters by the 

relative authorities. 

 

The shops displayed colorful dresses, traditional delicacies, henna artists, flutists, and 

instruments like Ravanhatta. It was a beautiful experience to live in the rich culture of the city. 

The next morning after having a final run through the markets and some students visiting the 

DM office and meeting the RAS officer and discussing the city administration, students left for 

“Kuldhara Village”. Kuldhara village is now a ghost village, which at some time was home to 

thousands of people. Now local stories of the place being haunted are prevalent which attracts 

the students to it even more.  

 

The village story has been a tragic one where it was emptied overnight in resistance to a cruel 

king who wanted to marry a girl against her will. The restoration work takes place in Kuldhara 

but the limestone layering infrastructure of the houses, headstones, windows, wooden roofs, 

and stairs gave students an insight into the lifestyle of the people who lived there. Students 

could also see the path through which Luni river might have flown nearby to Kuldhara. Though 

the local people were interested to call this place haunted by some witch who cuts women’s 

hair instead students learned from the ruins about the rich civilizations and past of India. 

 

At later noon, students reached Rojani Resorts and Dunes. After a little pool party and lunch, 

students went for Jeep Safari. Jeep took groups of 6 students each to the middle of the desert 

to be mesmerized by the setting sun. The golden slipping sand of Jaisalmer and the decorated 

jeeps were the catch of the day. While returning to the night sky with galaxies going wild and 

cold evening winds was a calming factor to the day. After returning and a little rest students 

went to the main sitting area to witness the folk program. 

 

Kalbeliya Dance Artists and Qawwali artists presented their art form which brought a spirit of 

cultural togetherness and the spirit of Rajasthan. The folk songs of Rajasthan, the dialect, the 

Khadi Boli, and the soulful song “Chaap Tilak” with local Marwari touch brought everyone to 

their toes. The Night ends with Rajasthani thali with scrumptious food, and a night walk in the 

desserts watching the moon and stars with the fading ghunghroos in camel feet.  

 

The next morning around 6, students went for a camel ride to the desert to see the sunrise. The 

camels were named after TV serial characters, movie characters, etc like Jethalal and 

Champaklal. Students witnessed a pink sunrise in the middle of the desert. The morning relaxed 

the group as they prepared to leave for Longewala on the same day. Though the stay at the 

resort opened our eyes to the fact that the tourism industry in Jaisalmer is in bloom for only 4-

5 months of winter because the temperature otherwise is too unsuitable to travel. Hence the 

enthusiasm of the local camel herders was a bitter-sweet expression.  

 



On the same afternoon, students left for Longewala but around 12.30 PM, the bus met with 

some technical issues on the highway, in the middle of desserts. The tour operator was 

informed, as the main city was much far away it was supposed to take a lot of time. Jayita along 

with a few other classmates established contacts with the Jaisalmer City DM Tina Dabi and her 

PA, Mr. Sawhney, and detailed them about the location of the bus. Help was arranged by the 

Tehsildar of Bandha, Mr. Tansingh Ji, and the Principal of the government school Mr. Raman 

Sir.  

 

We were rescued in half an hour and were taken to the nearest village school where 

arrangements for our food, and sanitation were properly taken care of. The students interacted 

with the students of the school, developed an understanding of the cultural and political setup 

of the village, learned about the occupational structures of the family, and also about the 

aspirations and goals of the students. Interaction with the students was one of the most heart-

touching and enlightening experiences of the entire trip. The hospitality of Bandha would never 

be forgotten by the students. The experience of a night sky full of stars and satellites, and the 

warmth of family in the people from the village would forever be a cherished experience. As 

the bus went okay, students set back on the journey from the tour.  

 

Students arrived back in Delhi on Sunday Afternoon, safe and in proper health. 

 



 


